Best Reads of 2020

**Best Fiction**
- *Eliza and the Start of a Rumor* by James Rosen
- *The Vanishing Half* by Brit Bennett
- *The Authenticity Project* by Clare Pooley
- *The Woman in the Half Mile* by Jennifer Finney Boylan
- *A Long Petal of the Sea* by Isabel Allende
- *Grace Kelly Dress* by Lisa Wingate
- *When We Were Young & Brave* by Hope Gates
- *The Book of Lost Friends* by Lisa Wingate

**Best Historical Fiction**
- *Fifty Words for Rain* by Asha Lemmie
- *The Last Flight* by Colleen Hoover
- *Goodnight Beautiful* by Aimee Molloy
- *Verity* by Colleen Hoover
- *In Case of Emergency* by E.G. Scott

**Best Mystery/Suspense**
- *Have You Seen Luis Velez?* by Catherine Ryan Hyde
- *From Scratch* by Michele Harper
- *Breaking Beauty* by J. Paquet

**Best Feel Good**
- *Ghosts* by Erin Hahn
- *The Gift of Forgiveness* by Karen Abbott
- *Eden Park* by Katherine Schwarzenegger Pratt

**Best Inspirational**
- *Real Men Knit* by Kwenda Jackson
- *Party of Two* by Kwenda Jackson
- *I Am Every Good Thing* by Jason Reynolds
- *Black Unicorn* by Kwenda Jackson

**Best Nonfiction**
- *Knit* by Kwenda Jackson
- *Worst Best Man* by Mia Sosa

**Best Romance**
- *The Silver Lining* by Katherine Schwarzenegger Pratt

**Best Memoirs**
- *From Scratch* by Michele Harper
- *Breaking Beauty* by J. Paquet

**Best Children's Picture Book**
- *Antiracist Baby* by Kwenda Jackson
- *I Am Every Good Thing* by Jason Reynolds
- *The Silver Lining* by Katherine Schwarzenegger Pratt